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Candidate No………

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
TOURIST GUIDE REGISTRATION EXAMINATIONS
LEVEL 4
24th MARCH 2010

PAPER THREE

Time allowed: TWO HOURS (2 HOURS)
You are required to answer ONE question from Section A, ONE question
from Section B and TWO questions from Section C.
All questions carry equal marks.
Recommended time: Section A: 30 minutes, Section B: 30 minutes,
Section C: One hour

Notes
1. Please write your candidate number at the top of this page and at the top
right hand corner of all separate sheets (the invigilator has your number).
2. The answers should be written on the paper provided:
i. Please use only one side of the paper
ii. Please start each question on a new page
3. Please write legibly in pen.
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TWO HOURS
5 minutes reading time allowed
All questions carry equal marks
SECTION A
Answer EITHER Question 1a OR Question 1b
1a. You have been asked to plan a tour of the South West for a group who are
interested in architecture. They are keen to see as many different styles of architecture
as possible. Make notes on FOUR places: stately homes and/or churches (NOT
CATHEDRALS) covering at least three counties that you could show them. You should
include as wide a range of architectural styles as possible.
Mark the places you have chosen on the blank map provided
Please ensure that you attach the map to your script.
OR
1b. You have a group who are interested in gardens. Make notes on FOUR gardens,
covering at least three counties, that you could take them to visit which would show the
work of different designs and designers. Your notes should include particular features of
the gardens that would be of interest to your group.
Mark the places you would visit on the map provided.
Please ensure that you attach the map to your script.

SECTION B
Answer ONE Question from this section
2. Write notes for a presentation on the background and effects of ONE of the
following on the landscape and economy of the South West.
a Tin and copper mining
b Tourism
c Farming
3. Write concise notes on ONE of the following topics:
a Monmouth Rebellion 1685: causes; account of; aftermath
b John Wesley and Methodist Movement: background; development
c Tolpuddle Martyrs 1834: causes; account of the action and judgment;
aftermath
You should remember to include references to specific places and personalities of the
South West.
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SECTION C
Answer TWO questions from this section
4. Make notes for an introductory presentation outside TWO of the following
cathedrals. Your notes MUST include reference to architectural style, history and items
of particular interest in the building.
a
b
c
d

Truro
Wells
Exeter
Gloucester

5. Write notes for a presentation showing their importance in the SW and nationally
where appropriate on TWO of the following:a Humphrey Davy
b Isambard Kingdom Brunel
c William Cookworthy
d John Rennie the elder
Remember to include locations in the SW as well as dates.
6. Write notes that would form an introduction on the coach to TWO of the following:a Forest of Dean
b South West Coast Path
c Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site
d The Cotswolds
7. Select TWO of the following and write notes for a 3 minute presentation on each of
the two selected:a
b
c
d

Newlyn School
Elisabeth Frink
Bernard Leach
Joshua Reynolds

You should make clear the links with the South West.

END OF TEST
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